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Executive Summary
The Gibson-Grant Log House, constructed in 1860-1861, is of exceptional historical significance as one of
the few remaining log structures of mid-nineteenth century still standing on its original site in Denton
County. The house is historically significant for two reasons, for its association with William Gibson, a
Peters Colonist and because it exemplifies the evolution of early homesteads on the Texas frontier.
The Gibson-Grant Log House does not retain a great degree of historic integrity, due to the multiple
additions that converted the house from a single-pen log house to a double-pen and later a triple-pen "T"
configuration house, causing the removal of the original log house roof and cutting openings in the
original log walls. As it was typical with log houses from that era, as the family gained wealth or their
family needs expanded, additional rooms were added on to the log houses, called "pens". Originally the
Gibson log house was a 16'x16' one-pen log house, with the entrance facing south and likely with a
second floor sleeping loft. Despite this lack of integrity of the log house itself, the Gibson-Grant
homestead - including its early additions - is significant as a whole, as it exemplifies the evolution of early
settlers' homesteads in Texas, as their family needs changed or their wealth increased over time.
Both the house and the site have evolved over time with most of the property being sold off at various
times throughout history. The remaining portion of the property associated with the Gibson-Grant Log
House is located at the intersection of Flower Mound Road and Quail Run, facing north (Quail Run). The
house is situated on the highest portion of the site. On Quail run, the site slopes steeply up from the
sidewalk. The existing elevations are mostly clad in non-historic board and batten siding. At the east and
west elevations, non-historic additions have been removed prior to the start of this project and the
resulting openings covered with plywood and painted to match the rest of the siding.
The Town of Flower Mound acquired the property from Curtis Grant with the intent of restoring the
historic house. The house was named by the Town of Flower Mound in recognition of the original
owner, William Gibson and Curtis Grant who donated the house to the town. QMc was contracted to
prepare the Historic Structure Report and Master Plan to guide the restoration of the historic house.
The HSR and Master Plan reports are coordinated and work together; therefore both should be
referenced for planning efforts for the Gibson-Grant Log House.
This report serves as a tool to planning the next phase of the house’s evolution by establishing
Preservation Objectives, Treatment Standards and recommendations. The recommendations are based
on the site’s history, the Secretary of the Interior Standards and the building’s existing conditions. The
general intent of this restoration project is to preserve the elements of the house from the Phase 3
period (Triple-Pen form with extension) while removing the later additions and modifications. The
missing elements will be replaced and based on physical or historic documentation.
The Phase 3 period is selected as the preferred period of restoration. This period retains the early
historic changes that occurred to the original Single-Pen House. It includes the original log house, two
additions (creating the Triple-pen) and a small extension at the rear. The period also retains a large
portion of the original siding and paint layers which can be used to restore the exterior of the house with
little conjecture.
This project will not only preserve an exceptional historic house but the public will have the opportunity
to get a glimpse into the lives of some of Denton County’s earliest settlers, and learn the story of how
they lived and how their dwellings evolved over time.
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Introduction
In 2017 Quimby McCoy was contracted by the Town of Flower Mound to prepare a Historic Structure
Report and a Master Plan for the Gibson-Grant Log House. The log house, dating from 1860, was
discovered inside the walls of a seemingly modern-day residence in the Town of Flower Mound, Denton
County.
In 2015, Curtis Grant, a Flower Mound developer who bought the subject property with the intent of
demolishing the existing house and subdividing the lot for residential development, discovered the
historic log house inside the living room walls, with newer construction built around it in stages. He
immediately contacted the Denton County Office of History and Culture to report his findings and seek
information and guidance. Further investigation by the Denton County Office of History and Culture
revealed that this was likely an early log house built by settlers who came to Texas as part of the Peters
Colony, the earliest settlement in Denton County.
The Town of Flower Mound acquired the property the same year with the intent of restoring the historic
log house. Further research and testing was undertaken by the University of Arkansas Tree-Ring
Laboratory; by taking core samples of the logs and remaining chinking and analyzing them, the Tree-Ring
Laboratory team determined that the logs had been cut between 1857 and 1860 and stockpiled on site
awaiting construction, which was undertaken between1860-1861.
The recommendations provided herein are intended as part of a plan for the restoration of the historic
log house and surrounding historic additions and to serve the owner's goals for the use of the building
and property.

Statement of Goals and Purpose
The purpose of this report is to serve as a guide in the restoration of the Gibson-Grant Log House.
The report serves as a tool to document the conditions of the site and house, and to plan for the
overall utilization of the site and house. This framework will preserve the historic features of the
house while enabling the introduction of improvements, allowing the public to benefit from the
interpretation of the evolution of the building, and providing a greater understanding of life as an
early settler in the region. The recommendations provided herein are intended to protect and
prolong the existence of the building and site features, by retaining as much of the original materials
as possible through stabilization and preservation efforts. A goal of the report is to provide
understanding of the site’s history, existing conditions, and the owner’s desires for the site, study
potential improvements, and make recommendations for the restoration of the historic log house for
future use.

Methodology
The QMc team conducted a multi-phased analysis beginning in the summer of 2017 in order to
develop a Historic Structure Report for the Gibson-Grant Log House. The first phase included a
visual investigation and evaluation of existing conditions of the historic log house and later additions.
Photographs and measurements were taken, and general conditions were noted. The investigation
was performed from both the exterior and interior. Access to some of the construction elements
such as foundations and roof structure, as well as access to some of the historic fabric that had been
covered over time by newer construction, was limited.
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The second phase included historic research, and was concurrent with the physical analysis of the log
house and site. As prior historic research had been completed by the Town of Flower Mound and
the Denton County Office of History and Culture, this information provided an initial understanding
of the property’s early history and its first owners. The QMc team conducted additional research to
gain a broader understanding of the family’s history and the evolution of the structure and site. This
included research into historic records online through the Denton County Clerk's office, Denton
CAD, Census Records, and the Denton Public Library. Additional research into log buildings was
obtained from Texas Log Buildings, A Folk Architecture by Terry G. Jordan.
QMc then analyzed the information gathered in the first two phases in an effort to peel back the
many layers of alterations that have occurred over time, develop a chronology of changes, and create
diagrams to visually chart these changes. QMc prepared interpretation options and presented them
at a preliminary draft meeting to the Town of Flower Mound. At this meeting QMc discussed the
evolution of the house over time and the need for selective demolition in an effort to provide greater
understanding. QMc was directed to refine the Triple-Pen House with extension form as the preferred
option of interpretation.
The third phase of analysis was the visual investigation and evaluation of the selective demolition
locations. The investigation provided further insight into the evolution of the form of the house as
well as a better understanding of the layers of exterior siding; providing a clearer picture of
appearance of the house during the Triple-Pen House period. However, much of the exterior of the
house remains obscured because of later additions and layers of siding. The later additions and siding
should be kept in place until the Town is prepared to begin the demolition and renovation of the
house. It is difficult to accurately discern any particular period of evolution for the interior at this
time due to extensive alterations. QMc recommends that a preservation architect be involved
throughout the demolition phase to document the obscured facades and for further analysis and
investigation of the interior.
As stated above, the first phase of the project involved an analysis of the physical conditions. This was
undertaken by a team of two preservation architects. Testing of materials was not conducted in this
effort by QMc; however, prior to QMc’s work a tree-ring dating of logs from the log house was
conducted by David W. Stahle at the University of Arkansas Tree-Ring Laboratory and is included in
the appendix. The analysis of the physical conditions by QMc was undertaken to establish the existing
construction materials and general conditions, and to define preliminary recommendations for
addressing each of the conditions and future needs resulting in the Historic Structure Report (HSR).
The Historic Building Master Plan is a complimentary document which incorporates and builds upon
the recommendations of the HSR. The HSR and Master Plan reports are coordinated and work
together; therefore both should be referenced for planning efforts for the Gibson-Grant Log House.
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Master Plan Participants
Town of Flower Mound
Debra Wallace - Deputy Town Manager / Chief Financial Officer
Gary Simms - Community Services Executive Director
Denton County Office of History and Culture
Peggy Riddle - Director
Kim Cupit - Curator of Collections
Quimby McCoy Preservation Architecture
Nancy McCoy, FAIA, FAPT
Justin Curtsinger, AIA
Andreea Hamilton, AIA

Historical and Architectural Development
While this is typically a component of a Master Plan Report, this task was completed in the Historic
Structures Report (HSR). Reference the Historical and Architectural Development section in the HSR.

Architectural Condition Assessment
Evaluation of Existing Conditions

While this is typically a component of a Master Plan Report, this task was completed in the Historic
Structures Report (HSR). Reference the Architectural Condition Assessment section in the HSR.
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Site Analysis
Maintain rural feel by protecting trees and locate new construction behind house.
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Preserve primary sight lines from intersection of Flower Mound Road/Quail Run and the front of
property.
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Use front entrance of house.
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Provide pedestrian access from street.
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Provide ADA access to front door from parking.
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Form and Exterior Evolution

The following diagrams and photographs depict the evolution of the house exterior:

Single-Pen – Log Exterior
Log house visible from interior of house. Constructed between 1860 and
1861 is one pen measuring 16’ x 16’.

Double-Pen – Clapboard Siding

Triple-Pen with extension –
Clapboard, and Board and Batten

Gibson-Grant Log House Master Plan

When the second pen was added to the west of the log house, the
entire house was clad in clapboard siding. This siding can be found
within the east and west walls of the house.

The third pen was constructed in clad with board and batten siding. The
earlier two pens remained clad with clapboard siding.
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Triple-Pen with Corner Room –
Clapboard, and Board and Batten

Small additions to the house occurred prior to the addition of the teardrop siding. Photograph above shows the tear-drop siding cut at the
angle of one of the roofs and remnants of asphalt shingles.

Triple-Pen with Corner Room –
Teardrop Siding

Tear-drop siding was installed over the previous house sidings.
Photograph above a section through the third pen wall showing the
tear-drop siding covering the board and batten siding.
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House Restoration Options

The following options for interpretation and restoration of the structure were explored:

Phase 1 - Single-Pen House form

Single-Pen House form: not enough historic
material remains in its original location to make
this option true to the house’s original interior
or exterior; it would require conjecture and the
reconstruction of a substantial amount of
material. In addition, it could not serve as a
functional building, but appear more like an
artifact.
Double-Pen House form: same problems as noted
for the Single-Pen form. While two rooms are
more
functional
than
one,
functional
requirements (like back of house spaces) would
require the construction of additional structures
to accommodate these functions.

Phase 2 - Double-Pen House form

Phase 3 - Triple-Pen House with extension form

Triple-Pen House with extension form: This form
retains the early historic changes that have
occurred to the original Single-Pen House. It
includes the original log house, two additions
(creating the Triple-pen) and a small extension at
the rear. Some conjecture would be required for
the reconstruction of missing features. However,
enough historic material exists and is visible
behind later additions and modifications to
inform design decisions. The benefit to this form
is that it could accommodate space for back of
house spaces and displays the evolution of early
Texas houses on the frontier.

c. 1950 form: This form retains the historic
changes that have occurred to the original SinglePen House and has the added benefit of
photographic documentation. However, the
period is an arbitrary one to restore to and the
level of demolition that has occurred makes this
impractical. The west addition and much of the
interior finishes have been removed.

c. 1950 form

Gibson-Grant Log House Master Plan
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Single-Pen House form plan

Triple-Pen House with extension form plan

Gibson-Grant Log House Master Plan

Double-Pen House form plan

c. 1950 form plan
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Master Plan Recommendations
Preservation Objectives

In the process of site analysis and evaluating building’s existing constraints and opportunities, the
following design principles were developed.
Site
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain rural feel of site.
Preserve primary sight lines of house.
Locate new construction in sympathetic locations on site.
Use front door as primary entrance.
Provide pedestrian access.
Provide handicapped access to site.

Building
• Preserve evolution and restore house to the Phase 3 period.
• Distinguish modern interventions from the historic fabric of the house, unless evidence
exists for original element.
• Distinguish new restroom building from historic house while providing a sympathetic
design.
• Desired designations to include: listing on the National Register of Historic Places, Texas
Historical Commission Subject Marker, Denton County Subject Marker, Town of Flower
Mound Historical Marker.

Treatment Standard

As stated in the Statement of Goals and Purpose, this report serves as a guide in the restoration of the
Gibson-Grant Log House. The recommendations are based on the Secretary of the Interior Standards,
the building’s existing conditions, and QMc’s understanding of the owner’s goals.
The Secretary of the Interior Standards provide four approaches (or treatments) for sensitively altering
historic buildings. These standards promote historic preservation best practices to protect the character
of historic buildings. The four treatments of historic buildings are: preservation, rehabilitation, restoration
and reconstruction. Because of the uniqueness of the Gibson-Grant Log House and the intended future
use, QMc recommends the restoration of the building. The general intent of the restoration treatment is
to preserve elements from a particular period of time while removing evidence of other periods. Missing
elements from the “restoration period” should be replaced and with the new element based on physical
or historic documentation.

Preferred Option
Triple-Pen House with Corner Room – Clapboard, and Board and Batten
This period was selected and the preferred period of restoration at the October 2017 meeting. This
form retains the early historic changes that have occurred to the original Single-Pen House. It includes
the original log house, two additions (creating the Triple-pen) and a small extension at the rear. The
period also retains a large portion of the original siding and paint layers which can be used to restore the
exterior of the house with little conjecture. Additionally, the size can accommodate some space for back
of house functions.
Gibson-Grant Log House Master Plan
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The site work would be to remove concrete driveway and gravel circular driveway, regrade the site as
required to improve drainage away from the house around the fireplace and construct restroom building.
The exterior work to the house would be to remove non-historic board and batten siding, and plywood.
Repair existing historic siding and replace missing portions as required to provide watertight building
envelope. Remove non historic wood front porch and concrete utility room stairs. Construct a wood
front porch and one wood side porch with handrails and guardrails. Salvage historic wood shingles for
further testing and for archival purposes. Reinforce the roof structure as required. Install a wood shingle
roof to match the historic roof.
The interior work would be to infill historic walls as required where later door openings were cut in to
the wall or shiplap siding was removed. A portion of the log walls would be exposed to showcase the
earliest construction while the remaining spaces would be interpreted with period finishes and artifacts.
Further analysis and study of the finishes would be useful prior to the completion of the construction
documents.
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Proposed Site Plan
Note that the site plan is not a site survey and was drawn using Google Earth. The approximate location
and size of site features are depicted.
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Proposed Floor Plan
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Phasing Plan

The recommendations provided in the Master Plan Report and the Historic Structure Report for the
Gibson-Grant Log House can be prioritized and implemented in a variety of ways depending on the needs
of the Town of Flower Mound. The following are the two options that QMc recommends the Town
chooses from based on the uniqueness of the project.
Option 1: One phase construction
With this option, the project would be completed in one phase of construction beginning with
selective partial demolition for additional study and then continue through exterior and interior
renovations and site work. The selected partial demolition would occur at the conclusion of the
design development submission to allow for further analysis of the existing conditions. The
existing conditions would be addressed during preparation of the construction documents. At
the completion of the construction documents the exterior and interior work to the house and
the site work would be bid as one project.
This is the preferred option if funding is available. Option 1 would have a shorter completion
schedule and in the long run lower project costs because the work would not be divided into
two phases of construction.
Option 2: Two phase construction
With this option, the process would remain the same as Option 1, but the construction work
would be broken into two phases. At the conclusion of the design development submission the
selective partial demolition would occur. The existing conditions uncovered during the selective
partial demolition would be addressed during the preparation of the construction documents and
the contractor would bid Phase One.
Phase One - Exterior house work and site work
This phase would include the work required to restore the exterior of the house, provide a
weathertight building envelope, and structural work discovered during the selective partial
demolition and all site work.
Phase Two - Interior house work
This phase would include the mechanical, electrical, plumbing work and the restoration of
interior finishes.
This option would benefit the Town if funding for the project needed to be phased. By grouping
all exterior work together into the first phase, the Town could address those items in the report
visible to the public and wait to address the items not visible to the public when other sources of
funding becomes available. However, by breaking the project into two phases, the construction
costs and the project schedule would be increased.
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Probable Costs – Option 1
A preliminary budget is established for this project. Preliminary construction costs are based on an order
of magnitude of the proposed scope of work outlined in this report. These numbers include construction
in 2018 dollars, along with contractor general conditions, overhead and profit. Added to the construction
cost are soft costs such as professional fees and owner contingency, for a total project budget. A
breakdown of the costs as follows:
CONSTRUCTION BUDGET:

TOTAL

Site Improvements
Structural Modifications 3
Exterior Modifications
Roof
Interior Modifications and Specialties
Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing Allowance 4
Restroom Building 5

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

235,000
60,000
265,000
65,000
130,000
180,000
250,000

TOTAL Construction Budget

$ 1,185,000

SOFT BUDGET (fees and contingency) 25%

$

TOTAL Project Budget

$ 1,481,000

296,000

Notes:
1. Construction budget figures do not include escalation, special conditions such as overtime work
or an extended construction schedule.
2. Soft costs include anticipated A/E fees, owner costs and a construction contingency.
3. The building’s structural condition has not been evaluated as part of this report. An allowance is
included for budgeting purposes for stabilization of the chimney and roof framing repairs.
4. Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing systems were not included as part of this report. An
allowance is included for budgeting purposes for new mechanical and electrical systems.
5. The allowance for the Restroom Building is based on new construction of a similar building type.
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Probable Costs – Option 2
A preliminary budget is established for this project. Preliminary construction costs are based on an order
of magnitude of the proposed scope of work outlined in this report. These numbers include construction
in 2018 dollars, along with contractor general conditions, overhead and profit. Added to the construction
cost are soft costs such as professional fees and owner contingency, for a total project budget. A
breakdown of the costs as follows:
CONSTRUCTION BUDGET:

TOTAL

Phase 1 - Structural Modifications 3
Phase 1 - Exterior Modifications
Phase 1 - Roof

$ 62,000
$ 275,000
$ 68,000

Phase 1 - TOTAL Construction Budget

$ 405,000

Phase 1 - SOFT BUDGET (fees and contingency) 25%

$ 102,000

TOTAL Project Budget – Phase 1

$ 507,000

Phase 2 - Site Improvements

$ 245,000

Phase 2 - TOTAL Construction Budget

$ 245,000

Phase 2 - SOFT BUDGET (fees and contingency) 25%

$

TOTAL Project Budget – Phase 2

$ 307,000

Phase 3 - Interior Modifications and Specialties
Phase 3 - Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing Allowance 4
Phase 3 - Restroom Building 5

$ 133,000
$ 185,000
$ 250,000

Phase 3 - TOTAL Construction Budget

$ 568,000

Phase 3 - SOFT BUDGET (fees and contingency) 25%

$ 142,000

TOTAL Project Budget – Phase 2

$ 710,000

62,000

Notes:
1. Construction budget figures do not include escalation, special conditions such as overtime work
or an extended construction schedule.
2. Soft costs include anticipated standard A/E fees, owner costs and a construction contingency.
Specialty services are not included.
Gibson-Grant Log House Master Plan
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3. The building’s structural condition has not been evaluated as part of this report. An allowance is
included for budgeting purposes for stabilization of the chimney and roof framing repairs.
4. Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing systems were not included as part of this report. An
allowance is included for budgeting purposes for new mechanical and electrical systems.
5. The allowance for the Restroom Building is based on new construction of a similar building type.
6. Furniture, fixtures and equipment (FF&E) are not included.
7. Exhibit design and construction is not included.
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Further Study

While this is typically a component of a Master Plan Report, this task was completed in the Historic
Structures Report (HSR). Reference the Further Study section in the Treatment Recommendations.

Maintenance Plan

Once restored a regular maintenance plan should be established to address regular interior and exterior
cleaning, maintenance of the building shell and systems, and periodic repairs and inspections will be
required. Initial items to include the in full maintenance plan:
Wood Siding
Visually inspect clapboard and board and batten siding for signs of rot or decay. Replace or repair
deteriorated, broken or warped siding, and repair loose or cracked boards. Repaint when appropriate to
prevent deterioration.
Wood Shingles
Visually inspect from the ground roof every two months. Remove all organic materials and other debris
as needed to maintain a clean roof. Clean out gutters. Have a certified arborist trim trees as needed to
prevent limbs from touching the roof. Replace any missing or dislodged wood shingles as required with
matching painted wood shingles. Visually inspect from the ground painted singles to determine condition
of and repaint when appropriate to prevent deterioration.
Wood Windows
Inspect for proper operation, loose handles, screws or latches. Inspect sealant at intersection of window
frame and exterior finish. Verify entire window system is functioning properly to prevent the infiltration
of water and outside air. Repaint when appropriate to prevent deterioration.
Wood Doors
Visually inspect for proper operation, loose hinges and hardware, door sagging or misalignment and lost
or damaged seals. Repaint when appropriate to prevent deterioration.
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